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Compensation Trap 
 

I have always advocated and taught 
Faculty members not to agree to 
underpin an Adjoining Owner’s property. 
My reasoning being, particularly with 
regard to partial underpinning, that 
problems will occur resulting from the 
work as differential movement will almost certainly occur.  
 
Claims will therefore abound and so wherever possible I would 
say to reject any scheme that shows underpinning or such 
works to an Adjoining Owner’s property and request that the 
Building Owner reconsiders his scheme and details a design 
that will not involve the Adjoining Owner’s property. 
 
I now have another reason to reject such, which will protect 
the Building Owner from having to provide compensation in 
accordance with s7(2) of the Act which states: 
 
The building owner SHALL compensate any adjoining owner 
and any adjoining occupier for any LOSS or damage which may 
result to any of them by reason of any work executed in 
pursuance of the Act. 
 
The capital emphasis is mine simply because it is a must and 
not a maybe and covers loss as well as damage. 
 
I have a case in mind where the Building Owner (Developer) 
designed a scheme that abutted the Adjoining Owner’s 
property and undertook to underpin in accordance with s6(3) 
which states: 
 
The building owner may, and if required by the adjoining 
owner shall, at his own expense underpin or otherwise 
strengthen or safeguard the foundations of the building or 
structure of the adjoining owner so far as may be necessary. 
 
Notices were properly served, surveyors properly appointed 
and an Award properly prepared and served. The work was 
carried out and no damage was caused – everyone was happy. 
However the Adjoining Owner rightly informed his insurers 
that his house had been underpinned to which the reply was 
that his premium doubled and with no logical explanation.  

One would think that an underpinned house was at less of a risk 
from subsidence than one which had not been done.    
 
The Adjoining Owner tried other insurers and found the same 
answer – a higher premium. The Adjoining Owner had therefore 
no alternative but to make a claim against the Building Owner 
under s7(2) as he had suffered LOSS as a result of the Building 
Owner’s work. The Building Owner has now to pay the 
difference, which in this particular case only amounts to a few 
hundred pounds.  
 
The sting also comes in that all future premiums are going to be 
higher and will affect the successors in title of the property. 
How is this going to be calculated is difficult to say, other than 
some kind of offer of a calculated figure covering the next six 
years which is the limit of a claimable period.  
 
If however s6(3) is invoked by the Adjoining Owner it could be 
argued by the Building Owner that he will not be responsible 
for any insurance premium increase given that he has brought it 
to his attention and the work is not necessary. 
 
Nevertheless, as I say and advise, do not undertake any work to 
an Adjoining Owner’s property or at least not without making 
the Building Owner aware of possible claims against him. This 
also comes within your duty of care to give the correct advice to 
ensure that you are not exposed yourself as being the expert. 
 
Alex Frame FFPWS MSc MRICS FCIOB MCIM 
ADS Property Services 
Chairman—Faculty of the Party Wall Surveyors 
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Basement Overspill 
Probably the most significant problem those of us dealing with 
any amount of party wall work relating to basements has to 
deal with.  It causes acrimony between owners, some 
surveyors seem to take an adversarial role and increasingly 
defrayed costs and any adjustment to allow for cutting/
scabbling back end up with the Third Surveyor.  Space in 
central London is extremely valuable.  It stems from over 
enthusiasm and a lack of proper supervision on the part of the 
first contractor and his operatives and usually goes 
undiscovered until the Adjoining Owner undertakes a similar 
project. 
 

Basement underpinning usually takes the form of “special 
foundations” for which the Act provides a simple remedy 
under s11(10) but as there is contention as to whether such 
reinforcement with mesh and bars constitutes special 
foundations, coupled with the view of some that it is “raising a 
wall downwards” and the need for written consent to have 
been obtained for s11(10) to apply, it is often a substantial 
mess to sort out. 
 

One recent case I was involved with and where the protrusion  
was in excess of 300mm nearly resulted in fisticuffs between 
the owners; the now Adjoining Owner claiming he had a “right” 
to get his original contractors to undertake the removal (at 
their own cost) from the Building Owner’s side! 
 
Doubtless there will be some cases that reach the courts 
before long and we will have some whacky judgements to 
confuse the issue (and perhaps some logical ones to help 
clarify maters), there must be dozens of such arguments 
waiting to be settled. 
 
However in the meantime should we not include wording in 
our awards to the effect that overspill must be prevented, 
there are many ways of doing so and competent engineers can 
(some already do) include preventative measures in their 
design. 
 
The ‘sting in the tail’ could be a party wall surveyor being held 
as negligent for not making such an inclusion. 
 
Editors note: There are many facets not mentioned above, readers 
may care to email the editor with their views and experiences. 

 
Simon J Price BSc(Hons) FRICS FFPWS  
Price Partnership 

...and relax! 
Having just returned from a three week well earned holiday I 
put an old formula to the test, which is: 
 

C x R x Zz/ 
(Tt + D) x St + (P x Pr) > 400 

 
To understand this you need to put into the equation the 
number of hours you plan to spend enjoying cultural activities, 
relaxing, sleeping, travelling, packing and preparing. If the 
resulting number is higher than 400 then you are guaranteed a 
perfect break. 
 
So using this formula just for a long weekend based upon 72 
hours plus additional packing and preparation the following 
guide should help. 
 
Travel time should make up no more than 10% of your trip – 7 
hours in total (Tt). Hopefully without any delays (D) which you 
need to add to the travel time. 

 
Culture and relaxing should make up 60% of your weekend, 
which includes 14 hours of culture (C) and 28 hours relaxing 
(R). 
 
At least 25% of your time (about 20 hours) should be set aside 
for sleeping (Zz). 
 
Keep stress to a minimum and ensure it is no more than 3 
hours in total – 5% of your weekend (St) 
 
Packing and preparation is critical to the success of the 
weekend. Spend 3.5 hours packing (P) and 7.5 hours preparing 
for the trip (Pr) – planning what to do, where to go and eat etc. 
 
Sadly this formula does not work during the Christmas period 
when you would have the factors in visiting relations, over 
excited children, TV repeats, congested roads and presents to 
buy for nasty relatives. 
 
Good luck with your figures and have a better break next time. 

 
Remember that All Work and No Play could get you the job as 
Chairman of the FPWS. 
 
Alex Frame FFPWS MSc MRICS FCIOB MCIM 
ADS Property Services 
Chairman—Faculty of the Party Wall Surveyors 
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…………STOP PRESS…………. 
 

ESCROW - ESCROW - ESCROW 
 

 
The Chairman, Alex Frame, has now finalised the details as an Escrow Agent and can accept agreements for this work. 

 
He can prepare the agreement for you and on behalf of the Owners or can simply hold the monies in an Escrow Account 

should an agreement already be in place. 
 

Sample Escrow agreements can be obtained from him or these can be specifically drawn up as required. 
 

The fees are very modest, as this is to be a service offered to members. The process is quite simple and can be of great  
assistance when dealing with Security for Expenses in accordance with s12 of the Act. 

 
Please contact Alex Frame direct either by e-mail on info@party-wall.co.uk or telephone him on 01635 864956 for further  

details. 
 

mailto:info@party-wall.co.uk
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Boundary disputes :  
An alternative way 
forward 
 
In modern times, boundary disputes seldom 
receive a warm reception from the judiciary. 
It has been said that "To hear those words, 'a boundary 
dispute', is to fill a judge even of the most stalwart and amiable 
disposition with deep foreboding..." (per Ward LJ, Alan 
Wibberley Building Limited v Insley [1998] 1 WLR 881 at 882). 
Litigation between warring neighbours has prompted some 
memorable judgments, more often than not warning against 
the pitfalls of protracted court proceedings. Lord Hoffman is 
famously quoted as saying: 
 
"Boundary disputes are a painful form of litigation. Feelings run 
high and disproportionate amounts of money are spent. Claims 
to small and valueless pieces of land are pressed with the zeal 
of Fortinbras' army."  (Alan Wibberley Building Limited v Insley 
[1999] 1 WLR 894 at 895) 
 
The burden on the courts is relieved to a greater or lesser 
degree by the existence of the Adjudicator to HM Land 
Registry. This is an independent judicial office which was 
created by the Land Registration Act 2002. The principal 
Adjudicator (supported in their role by around thirty deputy 
adjudicators,) determines land disputes which, in general, have 
been referred by the Land Registry. The Adjudicator to HM 
Land Registry accordingly provides the so-called 'alternative 
procedure' by which boundary disputes can be resolved. 
Pursuant to Part 10 (sections 117 to 123) of the Land 
Registration Rules 2003, an application may be made to the 
Adjudicator for the determination of the exact line of a 
boundary. Such an approach clearly avoids recourse to the 
courts, but is of limited application given that the procedure 
can only be used by a proprietor of a registered estate, not by 
an owner of unregistered land.  
 
The geography of boundary dispute resolution has started to 
change more significantly in recent years. As seen across civil 
litigation practice in general, the use of alternative dispute 
resolution is increasingly encouraged. In the case of Bradford & 
Bradford v James & Others [2008] EWCA Civ 837, Lord Justice 
Mummery made his views clear: 
 

"There are too many calamitous neighbour disputes in the 
courts. Greater use should be made of the services of local 
mediators, who have specialist legal and surveying skills and 
are experienced in alternative dispute resolution. An attempt at 
mediation should be made right at the beginning of the dispute 
and certainly well before things turn nasty and become 
expensive. By the time neighbours get to court it is often too 
late for court-based ADR and mediation schemes to have much 
impact. Litigation hardens attitudes. Almost by its own 
momentum the case that cried out for compromise moves 
onwards and upwards to a conclusion that is disastrous for one 
of the parties, possibly for both."   
 

The Adjudicator to HM Land Registry has subsequently 
established a mediation scheme. Whilst the pilot is only 
operating in the London area, it is open to all parties who are 
willing to travel to the capital to make use of the service. It is 
envisaged that the scheme will ultimately be rolled out across 
England and Wales. At this stage, the service is run free of 
charge to participants, making it increasingly attractive. 
Similarities can be drawn with other property dispute 
mediation projects established in recent years, such as that run 
at the Residential Property Tribunal Service. 
 

Links between the Adjudicator and other property tribunals are 
set to increase over the course of the next year, with the 
creation of the 'Property Chamber'. Her Majesty's Courts and 
Tribunals Service, as the name would suggest, encompasses 
both the court and the tribunal systems. The tribunal system is 
made up of first tier and upper tribunals. The Property 
Chamber will form part of the first tier tribunal, joining the 
ranks of the six chambers in existence to date. It is proposed 
that the Adjudicator to HM Land Registry, the Agricultural Land 
Tribunals, and the Rent Assessment Panels (including the 
panels which currently operate under the umbrella of the 
Residential Property Tribunal Service - the rent tribunals, rent 
assessment committees, leasehold valuation tribunals and 
residential property tribunals,) will be incorporated into the 
Property Chamber. It is further proposed that the new 
chamber will operate under the unified Tribunal Procedure 
(First Tier Tribunal) (Property Chamber) Rules 2013, which 
have already been subject to extensive consultation. Viewed as 
a whole, this new code arguably seeks to draw upon 
established frameworks such as the Civil Procedural Rules and 
adapt or replace existing tribunal rules where necessary. It is 
anticipated that the rules will be supplemented by additional 
guidance and/or practice directions in due course.  
 

      Continued  on page 5 
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Staple Inn Chambers 

9 Staple Inn, Holborn Bars 

London, WC1V 7QH 

Tel: 020 7242 5240 

www.stapleinn.co.uk   

clerks@stapleinn.co.uk 

BARRISTER’S ADVICE, ADVOCACY & REPRESENTATION IN 

ALL ASPECTS OF THE PARTY WALL ETC. ACT 1996 

PROCEEDINGS AND COST RECOVERY 
 

 Boundary Disputes, Dilapidations, LVT Claims 
Trespass and Adverse Possession, Easements. 

Continued from page 4 
 
Broader legislative changes focusing specifically on boundary 
dispute resolution are now afoot. It comes as no surprise to 
property lawyers and surveyors alike that that new Property 
Boundaries (Resolution of Disputes) Bill draws upon the tried 
and tested framework of the Party Wall etc. Act 1996 to 
propose a formula for boundary dispute resolution in the 
future.  The Bill is sponsored by Charles Elphicke, MP for Dover 
and Deal, and the first reading in the House of Commons took 
place on Monday 25th June 2012.  It is timetabled for a 
second reading debate on Friday 1st March 2013. A 
Practitioners Advisory Group, comprising members of the 
Faculty of Party Wall Surveyors and the Pyramus & Thisbe 
Club, has been formed to support the new Bill and offer 
expertise in the drafting process.  
 
It is currently proposed that all existing boundary disputes 
(whether in the court system or being dealt with by the 
Adjudicator to HM Land Registry) shall be automatically stayed 
and shall be determined in accordance with the new 
legislation once enacted. Where a dispute arises after 
enactment of the legislation, it is proposed that a land owner 
who considers that a dispute has arisen should give notice to 
owners of adjoining land, citing the Act and providing 
evidence of the exact line of the boundary.  A response to the 
notice should be provided within twenty business days after 
the date on which the notice and evidence were served (a 
requirement which appears to have been adopted from the 
Land Registration Rules 2003 (section 119)).  In the absence of 
a response, the adjoining land owner is deemed to have 
dissented and a dispute is deemed to have arisen.  In the 
event that a land owner issues court proceedings without 
following this procedure, it is proposed that they should not 
be entitled to recover any costs incurred in the issue and 
service of the proceedings as against owner(s) of adjoining 
land. 
 
The Property Boundaries (Resolution of Disputes) Bill, as it 
stands, undoubtedly invites comparison with the provisions of 
the Party Wall etc. Act 1996.  Party wall practitioners will 
immediately recognise the use of language such as 'adjoining 
land owner' or simply 'adjoining owner'.  The proposed 
provisions for the resolution of disputes after the notice stage 
set out above closely follows party wall procedure.  Reference 
is made to the appointment of an 'agreed surveyor' or the 
appointment of separate surveyors, who will go on to appoint 
'the third surveyor'. As with party wall disputes, these 
surveyors are concerned with the making of an 'award'.  The 
similarities do not end there.  For example, a surveyor's 
entitlement to their 'reasonable costs' incurred in the making 
of an award, and provision for recovery of sums summarily as 
a civil debt, have been adopted from the Party Wall etc. Act 
1996.  

It is abundantly clear that surveyors currently practising within 
the sphere of party wall disputes  will be extremely well placed 
to undertake increasing amounts of boundary dispute work if 
and when the Property Boundaries (Resolution of Disputes) Bill 
is passed.  The fate of the Bill is still uncertain, but the support 
of professionals from the surveying community is likely to go 
some way to ensuring its success.  Whatever the outcome, 
there is apparent consensus that slow and costly boundary 
disputes cannot be allowed to occupy the courts' time any 
longer.  Whether future boundary disputes are determined by 
mediation, adjudication or the procedure proposed by the 
Property Boundaries (Resolution of Disputes) Bill, it would seem 
that alternative dispute resolution is certainly the way forward. 
 
Charlotte Brazier 
Barrister 
Staple Inn Chambers 
 
Charlotte Brazier is a barrister with expertise in boundary 
disputes.  For more information, please contact  Staple Inn 
Chambers on 0207 242 5240. 
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Articles of between approx. 500 and 1500 words (or more) on party wall 

and related matters are gratefully received. We also invite completely un

-related but entertaining contributions for our occasional ‘Red Herring’ 

section. Copyright will be retained jointly by the Faculty and the author 
and all submissions will be subject to editorial control. 
 

Current deadline for submissions for the next issue is 
15th April 2013 
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Training Events 
 

TWO-DAY COURSES 
 

This course is suitable for Estate Managers; 

Property Developers; Architects; Architectural 

Technologists; Surveyors; Engineers; Building Control Officers 

and all personnel with a responsibility for dealing with 

commercial or residential properties. 

 

It is for those that have little experience in party wall matters 

but would like to become more proficient with the workings of 

the Party Wall etc. Act 1996. 

 

London 17/18 April 2013 

Cost is £395. Please contact: Nicky Castell on 01424 883300 or 

by e-mail nicky@fpws.org.uk for further information. 

 

We also run courses on Third Surveyor training (if you wish to 

become a fellow of the Faculty attending this course is a 

prerequisite) as well as Refresher training. 

 

A two-day course is also run by the Association of Building 

Engineers (ABE) in conjunction with the Faculty at the following 

locations: 

 
3 & 4 April 2013 in Northampton 
5 & 6 June 2013 in Plymouth  
30 & 31 July 2013 in Manchester  

Please contact: Kate Denne direct at the ABE for booking 

details, including their costs, on  01604 404121 . 

 

THIRD SURVEYOR COURSE  
 

London 20 June 2013 

Any member that has good experience can attend the course 

and if members are considering upgrading to fellow status, 

they should be aware that you have to attend this course to be 

considered. Cost is £250.  

 

REFRESHER SEMINAR 
 

London 9 July 2013 

Half of the day spent talking through common 
misunderstandings and taking questions from the floor and the 
other half of the day discussing recent case law and its impact 
on the Act. 

Cost is £195. Please contact: Nicky Castell on 01424 883300 or 

by e-mail nicky@fpws.org.uk for further information. 

 

 

A Lesson For All 
Some time ago I was appointed to act for an Adjoining 
Owner, who had already verbally appointed other surveyors 
to act in response to Notices served by the Building Owner’s 
Surveyor. 
 

In essence, it appeared that the Adjoining Owner’s intention 
from the beginning was to frustrate the Building Owner’s 
works. 
 

The General Background 
 

Notices were served including revised notices and a 10 day 
letter. A site meeting took place between the verbally ap-
pointed surveyor (VAS) and the Building Owner’s surveyor, 
from which a Schedule of Condition (SOC), Draft Award and 
selection of a Third Surveyor was sent to the VAS for his ap-
proval/ comments.  However, this all went by the wayside, as 
the Adjoining Owner notified the Building Owner’s surveyor 
that another surveyor had been appointed, namely me, the 
writer.  I now had to inform the VAS of the situation, who 
was happy for me to act (needless to say my appointment 
was in writing). 
 

A revised SOC was taken, Third Surveyor selected and the 
Award was served duly informing of the 14 day appeal ca-
veat. 
 

As mentioned in the first paragraph above, it appears that 
the Adjoining Owner’s was intent on stopping the Building 
Owner’s works and as such proceeded to issue an injunction 
for an extension of time to take professional advice. 
 

An extension of time was granted by the County Court.  This 
time was used to try to have me dismissed and to appoint an 
independent Surveyor who in my opinion was sympathetic 
and malleable, to produce a report on the validity of the 
served Award. 
 

I was contacted by a Solicitor acting for the Building Owner 
who in my view was not versed in party wall matters, asking 
for me to resign.  I told him under the Party Wall etc. Act 
1996 I cannot be dismissed and furthermore was willing and 
able to carry my duties to the end.  I heard nothing further. 
 

The Adjoining Owner still tried every avenue to hinder works, 
but to no avail.  The project was completed to the satisfac-
tion of the appointed Surveyors. 
 

The moral of this abridged version is: 
 

 Make sure appointments are valid i.e. In writing and 
compliant with the Act. 

 Do you job to the best of your ability and follow the 
Act.   

 Be doubly aware of so called ‘independent’ surveyors. 

 If you are able, never relinquish your appointment. 
 
Alf Clark 
FFPWS CEng MIStructE PEng 
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Regional Forums 
EAST ANGLIA (Essex) 

DATE: 21st February 2013 

TIME:  7.00 p.m. — 8.30 p.m. 

VENUE: Holiday Inn, Brentwood 

GUEST SPEAKER: Alan Steynor - Barrister 

CONTACT: Alan Bright Tel: 01277 233988  

E-mail: admin@alanbright.co.uk  

 

EAST & WEST MIDLANDS 

DATE: 19th March 2013  

TIME: 6.30 p.m.—8.30 p.m. 

VENUE: The Red Lion, Warstone Lane, Jewellery Quarter, 

Hockley, Birmingham, B18 6NG   

CONTACT: James Jackson 0121 233 4145 

jameskjackson@btconnect.com 

 

LONDON (North)  

DATE: TIME: 4th March 2013 

TIME: 6.30 p.m.—8.30 p.m. 

GUEST SPEAKER: Cecily Crampin, Barrister, Andrew 

Schofield, Surveyor & Ken McHale, Engineer 

VENUE: Kings Head Pub, Winchmore Hill, N21 1BB 

CONTACT: Richard Garry 020 8886 0400 r@garry.uk.net 

 

LONDON (South)  

DATE: 11th April 2013  

TIME: 7.30 a.m.—9.00 a.m. 

VENUE:  Radisson Blu, 68-86 Cromwell Road 

London, SW7 5BT    

GUEST SPEAKER: TBC 

CONTACT: Alison Bennett 0207 736 7311 

alison@pricepartnership.co.uk 

 

NORTH EAST  

DATE: TBC  

TIME: TBC 

CONTACT: Neil Cunningham 0191 3891057 

info@ndcassociates.co.uk 

 

NORTH WEST  

DATE: TBC  

TIME:  TBC  

CONTACT: Graham Shone 0151 489 5440  

CPD Certification available for all forum attendance. 

 

NORTHERN HOME COUNTIES (Berkshire) 

DATE: 26th February 2013 

TIME:  TBC 

VENUE: Norden Farm, Altwood Road, Maidenhead , Berkshire 

SL6 4PF  

TOPIC: Schedules of  Condition—A Legal Perspective 

CONTACT: Vicki Dewey-Bruce 0800 311 2077 

vdb@party-wall-services.co.uk  

 

SOUTH EAST  

DATE: 25th April 2013 

TIME:  TBC  

VENUE: Hickstead Hotel, Jobs Lane, Bolney, West Sussex 

RH17 5NZ 

GUEST SPEAKER: Shaw Kelly, Barrister 

TOPIC: Injunctions 

CONTACT: Ambrose Ceschin 01342 719542 

info@adsltdoffice.com 

 

SOUTH WEST (Bristol) 

DATE: 12th March 2013  

TIME:  6.30 p.m. — 9.00 p.m. 

VENUE: The University & Literary Club, 20 Berkeley Square, 

Clifton, Bristol, BS8 1HP. 

Members £10 Non-Members £15 Buffet included, drinks extra. 

CONTACT: Andrew McAllister 0117 944 4419 

info@mcallisterassociates.co.uk 

 

SOUTH WEST (Plymouth or Okehampton) 

DATE: 1st May 2013  

TIME:  TBC 

VENUE: TBC 

CONTACT: Sarah Harrower 01726 833438 

t.hp@btinternet.com  

 

EAST ANGLIA (Norfolk) 

DATE: TBC  

TIME: TBC 

CONTACT: Ed Phillips 01485 545778  

edward@gemstonebs.co.uk 
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The critical question for the Court of Appeal to decide was 
whether section 7 of the Interpretation Act 1978 applied to 
s15(1)(b) of the 1996 Act,  or whether s15(1)(b) evinced a 
‘contrary intention’ which meant that section 7 of the 
Interpretation Act did not apply to s15(1)(b). 
 
The court held that there was nothing in the express language 
of s15(1)(b) that meant that it was incompatible with section 7 
of the Interpretation Act. To the contrary, the court felt that 
the language of section 15 generally pointed to the principle 
of service taking effect upon receipt, for a number of reasons. 

 
“On the contrary, everything about the language 

points in the direction of service taking effect on receipt. First, 
that is the common law rule against which any statutory 
language must be measured. Secondly, the section speaks of 
service, which prima facie as a matter of language points to 
receipt (“A notice...to be served...may be served”). Thirdly, this 
requirement built into the concept of service is further 
emphasised by speaking about service on a person(“may be 
served on a person”). One would not normally speak of serving 
a document on another person by long distance. Fourthly, 
section 15(1)(a) plainly requires such service on a person, for it 
speaks of the method “by delivering it to him in person” I find 
it hard to conceive that such a method does not involve receipt 
by that person.” 

 
The court then considered the wording of s15(1)(c), 
concerning service on a body corporate, by both delivery and 
alternatively by post. Again, the court reasoned that the use of 
the word ‘delivery’ contemplated ‘receipt’ by a person, 
whereas the alternative method of ‘posting’ was to be 
specifically addressed to the secretary or clerk of that body 
corporate at that office’ which again inferred service being 
effected upon receipt of the document. 

 
The court further considered that s15(2) of the Act followed 
the same pattern, noting that service in that subsection 
required delivery of the document at the premises concerned, 
either by delivering it to a person at the relevant premises or 
at least by delivery to the premises itself by affixing it there, 
thereby equating it to ‘receipt’. 

 
Having made these observations, the court went on to say 
that there was nothing in the express language of s15(1)(b) 
which was in any way incompatible with section 7 of the 
Interpretation Act 1978. 
 
 
     Continued on Page 9 

 

Stuart Frame looks at the recent further 
appeal decision of Freetown Ltd v Assethold 
Ltd [2012] EWCA CIV 1657. 
 
 
 
 
 

Readers of the last newsletter will recall that the High Court’s 
decision in Freetown Ltd v Assethold Ltd last summer meant 
that the service of documents by post pursuant to s15(1)(b) 
was effected at the time of posting, rather than at the time of 
delivery to the recipient.  
 
Aggrieved by the earlier decisions in the courts below, which 
meant that the appeal of their award to the county court was 
deemed to be filed out of time, Freetown again appealed, this 
time to the Court of Appeal. 
 
Section 15 of the 1996 Act states, 
 
(1)  A notice or other document required or authorised to 
 be served under this Act may be served on a person  
 
 by delivering it to him in person; 
 by sending it by  post to him at his usual or last-known 
 residence or place of business in the United Kingdom; 
 or 
 in the case of a body corporate, by delivering it to the 
 secretary or clerk of the body corporate at its registered 
 or principal office or sending it by post to the secretary 
 or clerk of that body corporate or at that office. 
 
(2)   In the case of a notice or other document required or 

 authorised to be served under this Act on a person as 
 owner of premises, it may alternatively be served by- 

 
  (a)  addressing it “the owner” of the premises  

  (naming them), and 
  (b) delivering it to a person on a premises or, if no  

  person to whom it can be delivered is found  
  there, fixing it to a conspicuous part of the  
  premises” 

  
Section 7 of the Interpretation Act 1978 states, 
 
7.        References to service by post. 

 
Where an Act authorises or requires any document to 
be served by post (whether the expression “serve” or 
the expression “give” or “send” or any other expression 
is used) then, unless the contrary intention appears, 
the service is deemed to be effected by properly 
addressing, pre-paying and posting a letter containing 
the document and, unless the contrary is proved, to 
have been effected at the time at which the letter 
would be delivered in the ordinary course of post. 
[emphasis added] 
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As a matter of best practice, surveyors are advised to obtain a 
certificate of posting from the post office if serving documents 
under the Act by post. Additionally, if an award is to be served 
by each surveyor on their respective appointing parties, then 
the words of Mr. Justice Brightman in the case of Gyle-
Thompson and others v Wall Street (Properties) Ltd [1974] 1 
WLR 123 (decided under the London Building Acts 
(Amendment) Act 1939) should be heeded: 
 
“It seems to me highly desirable that surveyors who are 
performing their statutory duties under s.55, should bear in 
mind that important matters may turn on the date of the 
delivery of the award and I think that they should take 
practical steps to ensure that there is no doubt what is the 
date of such delivery, and that the date is the same for the 
building owner as for the adjoining owner.” 
 
In the case of service of an award by post, this will mean that 
surveyors should post on the same day as each other, as well 
as ensuring that they use the same class of post. 
 

 
Stuart J Frame 
Barrister 
Staple Inn Chambers 

Continued from Page 8 
 
“However, even if there could be any doubt on that score 
against the background of the nature of service in general, or in 
the context of the rest of section 15(1), section 7 is there to 
make it completely plain that, whether the expression used is 
“serve”, “give” or “send” or anything else, the concept of 
receipt remains the dominant concept, albeit there is a deemed 
receipt subject to proof otherwise.” 
 
The court also noted that any other interpretation would be 
fundamentally unreasonable, and would create unfairness, in 
that a document would be deemed served even if it were 
established that it had not been received. Additionally the 
short time limit of fourteen days for appeal found in s10(17) 
would be seriously eroded if time were to commence from 
posting rather than receipt. 
 
Accordingly the appeal was allowed, finally meaning that 
Freetown’s initial appeal of the award had indeed been lodged 
in time. 
 
In conclusion then, any document served under the Act by 
post, whether it be a notice, counter notice, written consent or 
an award, is deemed to be served, in accordance with section 7 
of the Interpretation Act 1978, ‘at the time at which the letter 
would be delivered in the ordinary course of post’. The 
‘ordinary course of post’ is widely accepted to mean on the 
second working day after posting in the case of first class post, 
and the fourth working day in the case of second class post, 
where a working day excludes weekends and bank holidays. 
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Annual Event 
HMS Belfast 

Friday 5th July 2013 
 

We are pleased to inform members and guests of the Faculty 
of Party Wall Surveyors that our annual social event will take 
the form of a luncheon on board HMS Belfast on Friday 5th. 
July 2013. 
 
HMS Belfast belongs to the Imperial War museum and is a 
floating reminder of the dark days of the Second World War. 
Built by Harland and Wolff in Belfast she was originally 
launched on St. Patricks Day 1938 and was the largest and 
most powerful light cruiser ever built. Unfortunately, she was 
damaged almost as soon as she came into service and it was 
only after extensive repairs that the ship came back into active 
service during 1942 protecting the arctic convoys, which were 
providing badly needed supplies to assist Russia defeat the 
German invasion.  
 
It has also been stated that the ship fired one of the first shots 
of the D-Day invasion. 
 
The ship was established as a Trust when the Imperial War 
Museum muted the possibility of preserving a Second World 
War cruiser and was first opened to the public on Trafalgar 
Day 21st October 1971. 
 
We are to dine in the atmospheric Officers Mess, now a far cry 
from the cramped and cold conditions that sailors endured 
during “the worst journeys of the war” as described by Sir 
Winston Churchill at that time.  There are now very few arctic 
convoy sailors left alive and we shall, hopefully, have the 
honour of one of these last brave men being with us in July. 
 
Not only will we be served with lunch but we will also have 
the opportunity to enjoy visiting the ship now preserved as a 
floating memorial in honour of the Royal Navy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We would be delighted if you could attend and please feel 
free to invite as many guests as you feel would be interested.  
For further booking details contact the Administration Office 
on 01424 883300 or email nicky@fpws.org.uk 

 

It’s our Wall, In the middle of (the 
junction of) our Land….. 

 
A Building Owner had the misfortune of a property fire which 
not only gutted the building but also caused the existing Party 
Fence wall to burn down. 
 

Luckily the Building Owner was insured for such occurrences 
and is able to rebuild his property.  Being a responsible Building 
owner, they want to follow the correct procedures and have 
contacted Party Wall Services and asked for their help to 
ensure the correct notices are served on their Adjoining 
Owners.  
 

An issue has arisen because the new design for the property 
means that the Building Owner would prefer not to have a 
Party Fence wall and instead build completely on their own 
land.  Now most neighbours would say what’s wrong with 
that? You are giving me extra land. 
 

Firstly under the Party Wall etc. Act 1996, can the Building 
Owner rebuild the wall solely on his own land?  Secondly, is the 
neighbouring property really gaining from such a decision? 
 

Under s2(2)(b) of the Act, a Building Owner has the right “to 
make good, repair or demolish and rebuild a Party Fence wall 
in a case where such work is necessary on account of defect or 
want of repair”.  Obviously the Party Fence wall is in need of 
repair and as it is an existing Party Fence wall the Building 
Owner is not building a new Party Fence wall under section 1. 
But no provision is given if the Building Owner wants to rebuild 
on his own land.  The adjoining owner is well within his rights 
to insist that the Party Fence wall is rebuilt as it used to be his 
Party Fence wall as well.  
 

Arguably, if the Party Fence wall is rebuilt as a boundary wall 
on the Building Owner’s land, the Adjoining Owner would not 
have the right to use it to enclose upon without express 
consent and may then have to build another wall against it. So 
although he might be benefiting initially from additional space, 
he would later be losing out by having to pay the cost of 
building another wall up against it if he were to ever want to 
use that elevation in an extension.  The gained space would be 
lost with an extension and the addition of another wall. 
 

In this circumstance, although the Building Owner wants to 
build a boundary wall and the Adjoining Owner can insist that 
the wall is rebuilt as a Party Fence wall but in doing so he 
would incur costs equal to his benefit of the wall for rebuilding 
it.  The decision on the part of the Building Owner not to 
rebuild the Party Fence wall has actually been welcomed by 
the Adjoining Owner as they believe they will be better 
protected from the additional ‘fire break’ that the gap gives 
them in having separate walls should they have the misfortune 
of suffering another fire. 
 

Vicky Dewey-Bruce 
MFPWS AssocRICS 
Party Wall Services 
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With regards to the timber column, due to the relatively 
moderate point load, it was to be placed on a RS angle to 
disperse the load on 3No. existing floor joists forming the  
Party Structure, separating different occupancies. This method 
of column support was simple and did not require service of 
Party Wall notices (see full description below). Following 
submission of building regulation application, the Building 
Control Structural Engineer stated that it would be essential to 
expose the existing floor in order to justify whether or not the 
point load applied could be supported by the existing floor 
joists. Hence the Author discussed the need to expose the 
existing floor joists with the Client, who later arranged for the 
floor to be partially exposed for inspection purposes. In 
addition, the Author highly recommended to the Client to 
allow him to re-design the proposed timber hangers and 
column by using structural steel, instead. This was in order to 
avoid damage caused by DIY alterations by future occupiers. 

Following exposing the floor structure, it became evident that 
it would be possible to support the proposed column using 
only two existing floor joists, but due to the presence of 
existing obstructions it would no longer be possible to use a 
RS angle placed on the floor joists and the revised method of 
support implied the use of timber nogging supported on joist 
hangers (see fig. 3). Following completion of the amended 
design (which included re-designing the column and hangers 
in structural steel including the use of welded hanger plate), 
the Author submitted his revised calculations to the Structural 
Engineer in question at the Building Control Department, who 
finally approved the proposed design. Later on the Author 
informed the Client that due to the design alterations made, it 
would now be necessary to serve notices on the owners of the 
apartment below, as required under the Party Wall etc., Act 
1996. He also discussed with the said client how the matter 
should be progressed further. He further added that given the 
fact that he would be administering the project on site and 
considering Client’s financial circumstances, he would only be 
charging him the token sum of £1, if the affected Adjoining 
Owner would not escalate the dispute thus appointing his own 
Surveyor. Following initial enquiries made through the 
Managing Agents, it became clear that the owner of the 
property below lives away and the property has been rented 
to a tenant, on a yearly basis. Also, a telephone number was 
obtained from the Managing Agent with a view to making 
contact with the Adjoining Owner. After the initial contact, the 
Adjoining Owner confirmed that his property was indeed 
rented on a yearly basis and he was living far away himself.   
      Continued on page 12 

Introduction:  Many of us routinely act on behalf of Building 
Owners providing initial advice and serving of party wall 
notices. Also, it is not uncommon that during the course of 
design work, the design parameters may change thus making 
an un-notifiable work, notifiable or vice-versa. This may not 
only create confusion but it could potentially make the whole 
process invalid or far worse, the need for adhering to the Act 
could be overlooked. In addition, this may lead to confusion 
and it could lead to doubts and suspicions being raised by 
Clients, particularly when additional fees would be incurred in 
relation to dealing with party wall matters. It is therefore 
essential to ensure that a clear trail of paperwork is retained 
in order that in the unlikely event of disputes being raised in 
connection with the need to deal with party wall matters, it 
could be proven. Furthermore, when a party wall is used to 
derive support, the acquisition of easement of support is 
outside the scope of the Act, even though an Award may have 
been validly created. 
 
The following article has been prepared based upon a real 
case which was heard before a County Court Judge brought 
against a Client by the Author. The aim of the article is 
therefore to offer clarity to both such areas and encourage 
the fellow professionals that it is quite feasible for Party Wall 
Surveyors to pursue a case through the County Court without 
seeking legal aid.   
 
Synopsis: The Author was commissioned to design & 
administer the contract for extending the existing mezzanine 
floor to form a new bedroom to the Client’s apartment. The 
apartment was situated on the first floor of a four storey 
Textile Mill, converted in the early 2000s’. The Mill 
construction comprised load-bearing external walls, with two 
rows of cast iron circular columns supporting down stand 
primary timber beams, which in turn provided support to 
conventional timber floor joists. The compartment walls 
separating different occupancies including circulation areas 
were formed using non-load bearing proprietary partition 
walls (comprising sound block plasterboard & skim, insulation 
and metal studwork). The mezzanine floors forming the 
sleeping accommodation were formed using “Metsec” system 
(see fig 1). The main floor construction comprised laminate 
flooring on original floor joists infilled with insulation quilt and 
under drawn with sound block insulation with a nominal air 
space of 25mm. In addition, in order to reduce span sizes and 
provide additional support to the mezzanine floors, RHS 
columns were used, at mid-span between the external walls 
and the cast iron columns.  
 
Following the receipt of the Client’s brief, the proposed design 
involved using timber hangers suspending the bedroom 
structure from the timber down stand beam one side & with 
the other side supported by a parallel flange steel channel 
supported on a timber column on one side and with the other 
end being built into the external wall, thus sustaining the 
proposed conventional timber floor (see fig 2).  
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Detailed Analysis:  
In the above mentioned case (i.e. the original design) the 
nominal point load would have been dispersed onto the 
structural frame comprising timber down stand beams, 
columns and load bearing external walls via the 
aforementioned floor joists including steel beam and as such it 
would have not adversely affected the Party Structure (the 
main floor) separating the Building Owner’s premises and that 
of the Adjoining Owner(s). There is a striking difference 
between building into a Party Structure (for example insertion 
of a beam end into a Party Wall, which clearly could give rise 
to disturbing it) and building over a Party Structure, without 
causing any disturbance, except acquiring easement of 
support, which is clearly outside the scope of the said Act. 
Acquisition and formation of easements are outside the scope 
of the Party Wall Act and as such Party Wall Surveyors have no 
right to interfere in such matters. Indeed, this was clearly 
highlighted in the case of Crofts v Haldane (1867), where the 
Award served by the Surveyors allowed a Party Wall to be 
raised disproportionately, amounting to interference with the 
rights of light of the Adjoining Owner. The Plaintiff took an 
injunction and the Court subsequently quashed the original 
Award. The judge stated that the acquisition of easement of 
light could not be determined by the Surveyors under the 
original London Building Act.  
Generally, easements are formed in the following ways; 
 

1. Creation by Statute 
2. Express grant or reservation 
3. Implied grant or reservation 
4. Prescription     
 

Amongst the above mentioned, the most widely used method 
of creating easement of support are implied grant or 
reservation and prescription. There may be instances where 
the same owner of two adjoining properties has sold one of 
the properties to a new owner whilst retaining the other for 
himself. If the retained property has certain features (e.g. 
steel beams) built into the Party Wall in order to derive 
support for the benefit of the retained property, it may be 
contemplated that an easement of support has been implied, 
even though it was not explicitly referred in the disposition 
documents. In such an instance, easement of support may 
exist by virtue of its legal interest status. In such an instance 
the implied legal interest would override the property 
register, through application of section 62(1) of the Law of 
Property Act 1925. Section 62(1) of the said Act states that 
 
 “A conveyance of land shall be deemed to include and shall by 
the virtue of this Act operate, with the convey of this land, all 
buildings, all erections, fixtures, commons, hedges, ditches, 
fences, way, waters, water-courses, liberties, privileges, 
easements, rights and advantages whatsoever, appertain to 
the land or part thereof, or, at the time of conveyance, 
demised, occupied or enjoyed with, or reputed, or known as 
part or parcel of  or appurtenant to the land or any part 
thereof”.  
      Continued on Page 14 

Continued from Page 12 
He also confirmed that providing that sufficient 
documentations are supplied and safeguards are in place, he 
would consent to the works. However, following initial 
communications, service of the relevant Party Wall notice and 
providing the required information, despite the Author’s best 
endeavours, the Adjoining Owner failed to dispatch the signed 
consent form back to him timeously (i.e. resulting in 
suspension of project commencement until written consent 
had been obtained) and the original nominated contractor 
subsequently pulled out. Subsequently, further tendering had 
to take place and finally a new contractor was selected directly 
by the Client to commence works on site. Following successful 
completion of the project, the Client refused payment of the 
agreed fees to the Author contending that amongst a number 
of other issues, there was no need to serve any Party Wall 
notice, as the amended design did not differ greatly to the 
original design. He further added that it was due to the service 
of the Party Wall notice that the project was delayed resulting 
in the original contractor withdrawing and subsequently 
additional costs being incurred (i.e. re-tendering and contract 
documentation, etc).  Following exchange of several emails and 
letters it became evident that the only way to settle the matter 
was for the case to be heard at the County Court. The case was 
finally heard in the County Court, recently. 
 
The Client (Defendant) raised the following questions;- 
 
Q1- Why Party Wall Notices were required to be served for the 
revised column design, since the original timber column clearly 
showed it was resting on the floor? 
Answer (by the Author; Claimant): The original timber column 
was supported by a RS angle fixed to the existing floor joists in 
order to disperse the point load through 3No. existing floor 
joists on to the adjacent timber down stand beam. Since the 
steel angle was not built into the floor joists (i.e. Party 
Structure), there was no need to serve a Party Structure notice 
under section 2 of The Party Wall etc. Act 1996. Such a design 
at best could be construed deriving additional support from 
the supporting timber down stand beam.  
 
Q2- Why Party Wall notices had to be served for the revised 
design, as seemingly nothing appears to be different? 
Answer: The new design was different to the original design in 
that the method of support required using joist hangers and 
timber nogging, built into the existing floor and as such, it was 
necessary to serve a Party Wall notice under section 2(2)(f). In 
addition, either the original or the amended design were 
deriving support from the nearby load bearing members (i.e. 
acquisition of easement of support). However, section 9 of the 
Act, clearly excludes acquisition of ANY easement, whatsoever. 
 
Decision: The Judge accepted the explanation given and 
confirmed that the works could have not begum until the 
consent was in place and as such the Claimants actions in this 
regard were entirely justified. 
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 Hence, following expiration of the above period, should it be 
decided to apply for registration of such a right, the 
documentary proof of the starting date of the minimum 
period required together with the exact nature of the 
easement of support may be supplied to the Land Registry.  
 
Upon successful registration of such an easement, the right of 
support is protected indefinitely by making an entry in the 
register. It is imperative to recognise that easements of 
support are important in that following their creation; the 
Building Owner’s retain a legal right of support, which may not 
be vitiated. This in turn would mean that when other owners 
decide to undertake works requiring derivation of support 
from the same Party Structures, such acquisitions should not 
be at the detriment of the existing easements. However, like 
many other cases, such an acquisition takes effect only if the 
application has been successful. Although, as referred above 
the key to making such an application is providing the 
documentary evidence of continued use over the minimum 
stated period. Fortunately, easements of support are 
inherently continuous in terms of their use by nature and it is 
less likely that following notification of the other party by Land 
Registry, the latter issue would be raised as a potential reason 
for contesting it.  
 
Mr P Ghasemi 
PAssoc Cons Mgt MSc (Eng) PEng FBEng FFPWS MCIOB 
P G Construction Consultants Ltd 
 
 
“This article by Peyman Ghasemi was first published in Journal of Building 
Survey, Appraisal and Valuation Volume 1 Number 3, pp 223-229, by Henry 
Stewart Publications, London. You can see further details of the journal at 
http://www.henrystewartpublications.com/jbsav” 

Continued from Page 13 
Since the above clause contains all possible benefits including 
easement rights, then it is deemed that such an entitlement 
has been implied even though there is no express provision 
included in the register. However, more commonly, the 
situation is somewhat different in that there are different 
owners owning adjoining properties and as such the above 
scenario may not be applicable. In such an instance, acquisition 
by prescription may be more applicable for easement of 
support. In this instance, such an easement may be acquired 
through applying Prescription Act 1832, which is based upon 
long and uninterrupted use. This in turn would give rise to 
presumption that such an easement has been lawfully granted.    
 

When considering acquisition of such easement under 
Prescription Act 1832, it would be possible to do so through 
the procedures set under the Land Registration Act 2002. One 
of the primary objectives of Land Registration Act 2002 was to 
reduce the number of overriding interests (or more specifically 
referred therein, as unregistered interests). The underlying 
reason for reducing the unregistered interests was to create a 
comprehensive property register thereby offering more clarity 
and reduce stealth easement provision which may not be 
readily appreciated. This however does not mean that 
overriding interests are not recognised by Land Registration 
Act 2002. Indeed, there is no requirement under the said Act 
to register easement of support acquired by prescriptive 
means.  Under Prescription Act 1832, acquisition of easement 
of support by prescription takes place after passage of at least 
20 years (short prescription), where support to a structure has 
been in existence for an uninterrupted period as stated above. 
The main issue to consider is to provide the necessary proof 
when the above mentioned period has actually started? Since 
insertion of beams or forming a column base within a Party 
Structure are notifiable under Section 2(2) of the Party Wall 
Act, the service of an Award or letter of consent in pursuant of 
the Party Wall Act may prove to be invaluable. However, 
following the service of the Award, normally such works should 
begin within one year.  Although, it is not unusual for Building 
Owners to issue a construction programme or confirm the date 
that such works are to be undertaken (even if not as a matter 
of neighbourly courtesy). 
 

The programme or written confirmation of the date on which 
such works are to be executed would narrow the margin even 
further thereby providing the relevant proof of when the 
above mentioned period has in fact started.  
 

In addition, the details of the members used to derive support 
from the Party Structure would provide further clarity in terms 
of exactly what form of support has been acquired. It is 
therefore recommended that both Building Owners and 
Adjoining Owners are formally advised to retain a copy of the 
Award/ letter of consent and other relevant documents with 
the property title deeds and other relevant documents. This 
way, it would be less likely that in the event of a claim for such 
an easement, the other party would claim lack of knowledge 
having ever been brought to his attention. 
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PRIVATE HEALTH CARE 
 

The Chairman of the Faculty, Alex Frame, has secured a group Health Care 
Scheme with BUPA that is open to all other FPWS members. 

 
------------------------------- 

 
The more members the better the rate will be. 

 
-------------- 

 
If you are already a BUPA member you can convert to the group scheme 

without any further form filling or loss of existing benefits, but at a better 
rate. 

 
---------------------------------------------------------- 

 
The rates are extremely good so if you would like the opportunity to join a 
group scheme and gain all of the health care benefits then please contact 

Alex Frame on the following: 
 

01635 864956                                        info@party-wall.co.uk 
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President’s  Pen  
Now that we are well and truly into the New 
Year and all your New Year resolutions have 
fallen short of your expectations and the 
economic situation in the construction 
industry is still falling about our ears, I hope I 
can brighten a corner in your busy day. 

 
My information is that majority of members involved in Party 
wall matters are still finding it reasonably busy. Much of the 
work is related to extensions, alterations and improvements to 
existing properties as owners of property find it increasingly 
beneficial to remain where they are and improve their 
properties rather than move. 
 
The single and biggest problem that the FPWS is involved with 
is that Owners tend to get boundary matters confused with 
party wall issues and this often involves unnecessary work by 
the FPWS team in responding. 
 
Some owners are convinced that the FPWS is there to help in 
all issues that concern disputes that arise over boundaries 
when plainly it is clear that it is not a party wall issue and that 
we have no jurisdiction over these matters. 
 
I cannot emphasis enough the importance to our members, in 
order to help in these situations, to stand firm and inform their 
Owner that boundary matters do not concern the party wall 
surveyor. The boundary issue is a matter between the two 
owners and it is for them to agree between themselves who is 
responsible for that boundary. 
 
This may mean professional advice or it may lead to a judicial 
process. I am not saying that a Faculty member should not get 
involved but rather that a Party Wall Surveyor who wishes to 
get involved over a boundary dispute should inform the 
Owners that this is a completely separate matter from the 
Party wall issue and that costs arising from the dispute and the 
payment for the surveyors services will not form part of the 
fees agreed under any party wall agreement and that normally 
the cost will be borne by both Owners. 
 
As part of my duty as the President I have tried to visit as many 
Regional functions that have been organised by the Forums. 
You will see these advertised on the FPWS website and also 
you will receive direct emails. 
 
I visited evening seminars held in Sussex, Surrey, London, 
Berks, Bristol and Birmingham in the autumn last year and I 
expect to catch up with other Forums later this year. It gives 
me a chance to meet and learn from the members to find out 
what is going on in their areas.  
 

 
 
I also represent the FPWS on the European Group of Surveyors 
(EGoS). This is a European organisation representing 
professional surveyors throughout Europe and the members 
meet twice annually in different countries of the members or 
potential new members. 
 
The purpose of the group is to raise the standards and mutual 
recognition of professional qualifications of surveyors. 

 
The group at the moment is in the process of registering a 
European professional card for surveyors that recognises the 
qualifications of each member state and to provide any 
additional topping up processes to allow the free movement 
and recognition of surveyors wishing to work in another 
European member State using their training and skill obtained 
from their own country of course there will be a need of 
additional skills, such as language, understanding of the legal 
system and the culture together with some technical issues 
required in construction techniques but these will be made 
available to members wishing to pursue their profession in 
Europe through the membership. 
 
If you want to find out more about the process - log on to the 
EGoS website or from the FPWS website and follow link via the 
EGoS logo. 
 
You can also register as a surveyor with EGoS on their website. 
 
Malcolm Lelliott PFPWS FFPWS MRICS FCIOB FRSA 
Malcolm V Lelliott Limited 
President of The Faculty of Party Wall Surveyors 
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I have acted for some years in the various capacities of 
Building Owner’s surveyor, agreed surveyor and Adjoining 
Owner’s surveyor. I enjoy the fact that one is exercising 
impartial professional judgement as well as adopting a helpful 
and pro-active approach to help resolve a dispute. 
 
This impartial approach represents for me a truly professional 
role, where one does not seek to act as a client advocate, but 
rather an impartial adjudicator, which is of course the reason 
why party wall surveyors use of the term “appointing owner” 
rather than “client”.  
 
Having undertaken the Faculty’s very helpful Third Surveyor 
course in 2008, I have been selected a number of times as 
Third Surveyor. It is testament to the skills and impartiality of 
the vast majority of practicing party wall surveyors that I have 
worked with, that a formal third surveyor referral seems to be 
a fairly rare event. 
 
Although I tend to view a formal referral to a Third Surveyor as 
perhaps a last resort after all reasonable attempts to settle 
with one’s opposite number have reached deadlock, when 
approached to act my initial stance is, where possible, to seek 
to steer the enquiring surveyor back to his counterpart for 
“another try” or I may seek to offer a few helpful observations 
that may support a resolution by the two surveyors alone.  
 
It should of course be remembered that a referral can also be 
made from either appointing owner direct, rather than by 
their surveyor and it is therefore essential that surveyors 
make their respective appointing owners aware of this. 
 
The following approach works for me when acting as Third 
Surveyor:   
 

Ensure All Paperwork Is In Order 
Of any Awards served, a Third Surveyor’s Award is perhaps 
most likely to be challenged in the Country Court within the 
statutory provisions set out in the Act. 
 
Maintain An Open Mind 
Resist forming a judgement until you have the facts to hand. It 
is easy and tempting to want to jump to a conclusion but by 
their nature referrals to the Third Surveyor are rarely simple, 
hence 1 above. 

Summary Briefing 
Encourage both surveyors to submit a concise summary of the 
matters at issue. Ideally I prefer to have a joint statement 
submitted by both surveyors, although this is not always 
forthcoming. 
 
One side of A4 ought to be sufficient, however one surveyor 
well known for his verbose correspondence managed to fit 
virtually a whole chapter on one page using font so small it 
was almost unreadable! A word limit would perhaps be better. 
 
Speak to each surveyor by telephone to clarify any of the 
issues noted and, if necessary, arrange a site visit. Consider 
the facts. 
 
Reiteration/Re-statement 
Using the re-phrasing and re-framing techniques adopted in 
mediation, seek to re-confirm the points at issue with both 
surveyors before preparing your Award.  
 
Awareness of Costs 
It is vital that the owners are aware of the potential for the 
cost of the Third Surveyor to be awarded against them. I 
would always ask surveyors to inform their respective owners 
accordingly or advise them myself if the referral has come 
direct. This does tend to focus their minds a little. 
 
Fees 
The Third Surveyor is entitled to be paid his fee before service 
of his Award, which is not the case for a standard Award, 
where withholding an Award in lieu of fees is contrary to good 
practice. There are various approaches to ensure payment; I 
tend to ask both sides to send a cheque in the full amount and 
then return one or the other dependent on the outcome. 
 
References/Authorities 
Review and consider text authorities and case law as 
appropriate and make reference to any relevant authorities 
within your Award.  
 
Conclusion 
The above points are based simply on my own personal 
experience and are not intended to represent official best 
practice. I would be interested to read the experiences of 
others in the same role and what approaches/tactics that have 
helped them. 
 
David Haynes BSc(Hons) MFPWS MRICS 
Bell Haynes Chartered Surveyors 
 
Editors note: Please let us you your tips or anecdotes for future 
publication. 
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Publications 

THE THIRD SURVEYOR - A GUIDE 

This is Alex Frame's latest work, which 

explains the process whereby one 

arrives correctly at the appointment of a 

Third Surveyor in an easily digestible 

and comprehensible manner and then 

proceeds to explain in clear and concise 

terms the need for extensive and wide 

ranging abilities and knowledge 

necessary for a Third Surveyor to be 

able to provide advice, guidance and assistance to party wall 

surveyors, including a section at the end of the book providing an 

example of a Third Surveyor model award.  

 

MISUNDERSTANDINGS AND GUIDANCE (Second Edition)  

This book has been updated to include material related to , the 

effects of recent case laws, together with 

further clarification of misunderstandings 

throughout the book.  

 

Misunderstandings and Guidance and The 

Third Surveyor are available at a cost of 

£29.50 each + Postage and Packaging and 

please note that if both books are 

purchased, a £5.00 discount will be given. 

 

Both books are a ‘must have’ for all practising party wall surveyors. 

 

Please contact Nicky at the Administration office on 01424 883300 or 

by email enq@fpws.org.uk for details on how to purchase these 

books. 

New Members  
 

We are very pleased to welcome the following individuals into the Faculty: 

  

Associate membership is aimed at part time students and less experienced 
party wall surveyors who are working towards full membership of the 
Faculty.  Please do not hesitate to call upon the Regional Director (see 
www.fpws.org.uk) in your area should you require help or advice. 
 

ASSOCIATES:  

Tom Holleran, London 

Mark Wightman, London 

Christopher Tomlin, Croft Structural Engineers Ltd, London 

Andrew Kilford, Jenner Jones Chartered Surveyors, Kent 

Michael Swain, MPS Surveying and Architectural Design Ltd, 
Monmouthshire 
Richard Wratten, Mackellar Schwerdt Architects, East Sussex 

 

MEMBERS:  

Richard Jones, Jenner Jones Chartered Surveyors, Kent 

Ernest Lai,  William Lai Consulting Engineers Ltd, Bucks 

Colin Bell, Paramount Associates Limited, Northumberland 

Nick Moulton, Whymark & Moulton Chartered Surveyors, Suffolk 

James Lewis, James Lewis Surveyors Ltd, Surrey 

Neil Ward, Kent 

Stuart Venables, Crawford Surveying Services, West Midlands 

Paul Whalley, Faithorn Farrell Timms LLP, Kent 

Richard Pegman, Crawford & Company, West Midlands 

David Simmonds, David Simmonds Associates, Somerset 

Asif Din, London 

Kevin Davis, DJD Construction Consultants Ltd, Worcestershire 

Tony Waring, Harvey’s, Surrey 

Adam L’Aimable, Building Control Surveyors Ltd, London  

Aleksandar Seziner, Castles Surveyors, Middlesex 

Edward Ruffles, BS Initiative Limited, Suffolk 

Alex Owen, Stuart Henley & Partners, Hertfordshire 

Paul Rowley, Middlesex 

 
UPGRADE TO MEMBER:  

Qalab Ali, Hexagon Property Co Ltd, Essex 

 

UPGRADE TO FELLOW:  

Edward Phillips, Gemstone Building Surveyors, Norfolk  

Barry Smith, BCS Consulting, London 

William Weaver, BCS Consulting, London  

 

If you have good experience in party wall surveying, you might be looking to 
upgrade to Fellow status.  This would entail attending our ‘Third Surveyor’ 
course (20 June 2013) for upgrade to be considered. 
 

Please contact Nicky in the Administration office on 01424 883300 or by 

email enq@fpws.org.uk for details.    
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Sorry it is not a Party Wall 
matter! Can we do more? 

 
Most involved in party wall matters recognise that the Act 
is primarily an enabling Act for Building Owners set within a 
statutory procedural framework. Most often surveyors or 
owners don’t concern themselves that the main purpose of 
the Act is to avoid unnecessary legal disputes between 
neighbours and accept this without much reference. For 
the large part and despite some often debated aspects of 
the Act, it is very successful. Most surveyors involved in 
party wall matters conduct themselves within the spirit of 
the act, professionally and with integrity observing the 
impartiality traits expected of a good party wall surveyor. 
Ethically we are similar to the true meaning of a referee 
(some notable Premier League exceptions granted) there to 
ensure that the rules are followed and applied impartially.  
 
The Act and its procedures are a form of ‘Alternative 
Dispute Resolution’ (ADR). However, the Act largely stands 
alone in this respect in the property industry. Even under 
the ‘Access to Neighbouring Land Act 2000’ provisions, an 
application to court for an access order may be required. 
How refreshing it would be if: boundary disputes, rights of 
light disputes, disputes over access, dilapidations etc could 
be dealt with under a similar process avoiding litigation.  
 
The PW Act sounds great in comparison to other property 
dispute situations however those in practice are acutely 
aware that it only works when its requirements are 
observed and procedures followed. Unfortunately the Act is 
not always recognised, some times unintentionally but 
often intentionally and the Acts weaknesses are exploited 
by some. This in itself can lead to litigation. In addition, 
problems are often presented, which on the face of it to 
the layperson appear to be party wall matters e.g. 
boundary disputes; disputes over access to repair or build, 
alleged trespass issues etc, when in fact they are not which 
prompts the response “Sorry it is not a party wall matter”. 
Many cases have the potential for and do end up in 
litigation between neighbours.  
 
My personal experience of such neighbourly disputes, 
which have no benefit of statutory control, is that they do 
not often end well for one or both parties and sometimes 
don’t end at all. Significant costs are incurred, time wasted 
and stress caused during these disputes. Incidents of verbal 
and physical assault are common in neighbourly disputes 
and sometimes end in tragedy. An ironic but often 
overlooked viewpoint is that most of us have neighbours 
ourselves, although I would hope most involved in party 
wall matters would use their dispute resolution skills by 
talking to their neighbour.  
 
Sometimes litigation is necessary to often right an obvious 
wrong and ADR may not present suitable alternatives. 
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An alternative but often overlooked 
method for avoiding litigation in 
neighbourly matters and sometimes 
commercial disputes is ‘Mediation’. 
Many (including myself until I at-
tended a mediation course) do not 
understand what mediation actually 
involves and how it can be used to 
help resolve disputes. It is far re-
moved from the roles of; arbitra-
tors, adjudicators and referees and 
that of the party wall surveyor.  The 
mediator simply helps both sides 
come to a negotiated agreement. The mediator need not be 
someone with property experience and in some instance divorc-
ing oneself from the role of advisor/advocate setting aside your 
property knowledge may prove to be the hardest part of being 
the mediator. Benefits of mediation for the parties in dispute 
include; there are no obvious winners and losers, it is private and 
confidential (you can avoid unwanted press), it is extremely quick 
(disputes can be resolved in days), it can be made binding by 
agreement and compared to litigation is relatively inexpensive.  
 
The Ministry of Justice is directing more and more potential liti-
gants to mediation in advance of court with potential costly con-
sequences for those parties who seek to avoid mediation where 
it could be used and is suggested. A number of organisations 
including; The Faculty of Party Wall Surveyors and The Royal In-
stitution of Chartered Surveyors acknowledge the benefits and 
role mediation has to play in our industry and are placing greater 
emphasis on ADR and in particular mediation. 
 
Faculty members have a role to play. When people contact you 
with a potential dispute that is outside of the Act or property 
dispute related, consider suggesting alternatives other than liti-
gation. Ask yourself can I do more? In a time when work is thin 
on the ground, diversification into other fields can make the dif-
ference to help you to stay in business. 
 
If members are interested in mediation and have mediation ex-
perience and/or formal accredited training/qualification, they 
should consider contacting the Faculty office and applying as the 
Faculty intends to include those members who can be referred to 
for mediation services in property related disputes. In addition 
the Faculty has teamed up with UK Mediation Ltd who can pro-
vide accredited mediation training courses to Faculty members 
for a discounted fee when booking through a Faculty arranged 
training course. 
 
For further information and details contact the Faculty office on 
01424 883300 or by email nicky@fpws.org.uk 
 
Neil Cunningham 
MRICS FFPWS 
NDC Associates Limited 
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Professional Services 

 

 

 

James Jackson FFPWS 

R Windsor & Company 
QUANTITY SURVEYORS, CDM CO-ORDINATORS, PARTY WALL SURVEYORS 

The Button Box, 117 Warstone Lane  
The Jewellery Quarter 
Hockley, Birmingham B18 6NZ 
 

Tel: 0121 233 3380   Mob: 07842 564 562 

Malcolm V Lelliott (Managing Director) 
PPASI Hon FASI MRICS FCIOB FFPWS FRSA 
Chartered Surveyor 

ADS Property Services 
Architectural Designers & Surveyors 
Party Wall Specialists 
 

Tel: 01635 864956 Mob: 07816 070 740 

Alex Frame 
FFPWS MSc MRICS FASI FCIOB MCMI 

 

 
Dawson & Associates 

Independent Chartered Surveyors  
& Chartered Building Consultants  

London, Kent & Sussex 

Tel: 01424 882263 
www.dawsonsurveyors.com 

ACONSULT 
Party Wall Surveyors  

   ——————————- 
Mile End, Old Odiham Road 

Alton, Hampshire, GU34 4BW 
Telephone: 01420 84263 

Email: arthurcross@btinternet.com 

FREETEC ASSOCIATES 

Chartered Surveyors 
 

Graham Shone 
MFPWS MRICS MCIOB FBEng DipHi DipVal  
 

105 Tarbock Road 
Huyton, Merseyside, L36 
Tel: 0151 489 5440 5TD 
E-mail: graham@hspack.co.uk  

19 Church Street, Godalming, Surrey, GU7 1EL 
Tel: 01483 416411 
www.mvl-architects.co.uk 

M A L C O L M   V.  L E L L I O T T 

A R C H I T E C T S 

&  S U R V E Y O R S 

HTB Consult Limited 
Building Consultancy 
 
Plas Derwen 
Beacons View 
Trefecca 
Powys LD3 0PW 
 
Tel/Fax: 01874 713133 
Mobile: 07779 792883 
E-mail  admin@htbconsult.co.uk  

Phillip Beck 

BSc(Hons) MRICS VPFPWS 
FFPWS RMaPS 
Director 

To advertise here 
Please contact Nicky Castell 

at Head Office 

(01424 883300)  
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Chartered Surveyors & Registered Valuers 
 

LONDON: 020 7736 7311 

415 Fulham Palace Road,  

London, SW6 6SX 

SURREY: 01483 456012 

Hartwood, Bradstone Brook, Christmas Hill 
Shalford, Guildford, GU4 8HE 

Simon J. Price BSc(Hons) FRICS FFPWS 

Email: info@pricepartnership.co.uk 

http://www.pricepartnership.co.uk 

Andrew McAllister MRICS MCIOB MCIArb FFPWS 

McAllister Associates Ltd 
Chartered Building Surveyors 

27 Claremont Ave., Bristol, BS7 8JD  

Tel: 0117 944 4419 

E-mail: info@mcallisterassociates.co.uk 

www.partywall.pro 

ndc associates limited 

Chartered Building Surveyors  

6b Lucy Street 
Chester-le-Street 
County Durham 
DH3 3UP 
Tel: 0191 3891057 
Fax: 0191 3892496 
Email: info@ndcassociates.co.uk 

To advertise here 
Please contact Nicky Castell 

at Head Office 

(01424 883300)  
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    About Us 
Prior to 1997 procedures covering 
works to party walls, party 
structures and certain excavations 
close to adjoining properties were 
generally limited to central London; 
although historically similar 
legislation covered cities such as 
Bristol, this had long since fallen by 
the wayside. Consequently, there 
were few surveyors practicing in this 
field. 
 

In 1997 the Government introduced 
party wall legislation across the whole of 
England & Wales in the form of the Party 
Wall etc. Act 1996.  It was recognised by 
a number of experienced practitioners 
that the shortage of surveyors available 
to administer this legislation had to be 
addressed and the Faculty was born out 
of this national need for education and 
support for surveyors but also to 
enhance awareness and provide advice 
and guidance to the general public.  
 

The objective of the Faculty of Party Wall 
Surveyors is to promote the highest 
standards of professional practice in this 
field of expertise and to expand the 
knowledge and study of all matters to do 
with party walls, to encourage the 
exchange of information and ideas 
amongst its Members.  
 

We have enjoyed steady and continual 
growth nationally since our inception and 
we now benefit from legal support and 
counsel when required; this is available 
to all Members. Referrals for 
appointments as Party Wall Surveyors 
are also provided to Members via our 
website. 

Influence 
Our Members belong to various 
professional bodies in the construction 
and property sectors such as RICS, 
RIBA, ICE, IStructE, CIOB, CIAT and 
ABE. We maintain strong links with many 
professional associations and Local and 
Central Government departments. 
 

The Faculty provides training in a 
number of formats including a Certificate 
of Party Wall Studies through the 
Association of Building Engineers and 
seminars on the role of the Third 
Surveyor. Short talks are also offered to 
professional organisations and Local 
Government.  
 

Forums 
As a national organisation we aim to 
raise awareness of current developments 
in the party wall arena and promote 
dialogue between Members and other 
practitioners through regular regional 
forum meetings and seminars.     
 

Publications 
The Faculty currently produces the 
quarterly newsletter ‘Party Wall 
Surveyor’ with relevant articles and 
information keeping Members in touch 
and up to date with developments. Our 
website provides a Members Area with a 
library of case law, legal advice, 
guidance and templates available for 
download. The Faculty currently 
publishes two books by Alex Frame: 
Misunderstanding & Guidance, and 
The Third Surveyor. 

Membership 
The Faculty is a professional examining 
body, which provides education and 
support. Details of the examinations and 
admission regulations may be obtained 
from the Faculty’s administrative 
headquarters. 
 

National approved levels of entry provide 
the standard of acceptance. Progression 
is by a recognised examination structure. 
It is expected that an applicant will have 
had practical training and experience 
appropriate to his/her grade of 
membership. 
 

All practising Members are required to 
ensure the appropriate level of 
Professional Liability Insurance covering 
their professional activities is maintained 
and all Members are bound by our Code 
of Conduct. 
 

Grades of Membership include Student, 
Affiliate, Associate, Member & Fellow. 
The Faculty also offers Honorary 
Membership or Honorary Fellowship to 
those individuals it recognises as having 
made a significant contribution in the 
field of party walls or related professional 
activities.  
 

 

The Faculty of Party Wall Surveyors is a company limited by guarantee 
Registered in England & Wales   Reg. No. 4190892 

Registered Office: 19 Church Street, Godalming, Surrey, GU7 1EL, United Kingdom  

South London Forum News 
 
The South London forum breakfast meeting at the Broadway 
Bar and Grill, London, SW6 on 14th November 2012 was a great 
success  attended by 16 members and guests .   
 
We were enlightened and informed about retrospective awards 
and recovery of fees by Stuart Frame, Barrister at Law, Staple 
Inn Chambers, with some expert commentary on cases and 
invaluable practical advice.   
 
Stuart started his career as a criminal lawyer and his knowledge 
of the court system is up there with the very best and his 
availability to the faculty is to be taken advantage of by any 
members or their appointing owners.   
 
Thanks to Stuart and to all who sacrificed sleep and endured 
the wait for the sustenance. 
 
Simon J Price BSc (Hons) FRICS FFPWS 
Price Partnership 

Testimonial 

 

“Delegate feedback from the recent one day seminar was 

excellent in terms of content and learning objectives.  All 

delegates reported a far better understanding of the legal and 

statutory procedures of the Act.  

 

 Given the various knowledge levels of the surveyors who were 

in attendance, Jim and Alex managed to present a tailored 

seminar that proved a valuable session for all.  

 

We look forward to receiving future training sessions with the 

Faculty.” 

 

Tony Rellis BSc (Hons) MRICS FFPWS MCMI  
Midlands & Wales Regional Manager  
Specialist Property Services  
Crawford & Company   
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